
loc (place)
origin: Latin 
locus (‘lock-uss’) = a place or position

locomotive
‘loh-koh-moh-tiv’ 
An engine that moves carriages 
from place to place

local
‘loh-kal’ 
Belonging to or existing in a certain place

allocate
‘a-loh-kay-t’ 
To give a share of something out 
for a purpose

locum
‘loh-kum’ 
A doctor who temporarily works 
in place of another doctor
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Complete the words with the root loc to match the definition.

loc

Fill it in

Name: ____________________________
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 _ _ _ ation 
the place where something is

_ _ _ ate 
to find where 
something is

dis _ _ _ ate 
to move something out of its 

proper place

_ _ _ omotive 
an engine that moves carriages from 

place to place

_ _ _ um 
a doctor who temporarily works in place of another doctor

al _ _ _ ate 
to give a share of something out for a purpose

_ _ _ al 
belonging to or existing in a 

certain place

_ _ _ alised 
remaining in a small area without 

spreading



Match each word containing the root loc to its meaning.

Match it up

Name: ____________________________

locum

locomotive

relocate

dislocate

locate

to find where something is

an engine that moves 
carriages from place to place

to give a share of something 
out for a purpose

to move from one place to 
another

a doctor who temporarily 
works in place of another 

doctor

to move something out 
of its proper place

allocate

loc
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Chose the best word below that uses the root loc to complete the 
people’s sentences.

Finish the phrase

Name: ____________________________
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I can’t _______________ my water bottle and 

it’s time to go to school.

Listen up class! I’m going to 

___________________ the roles in the school play.

alloca
te relocating

Good news! Your shoulder isn’t 

____________________ , just bruised.

Our mum has a new job so we’re 


_____________________ to Manchester.

localiseddislocated

Fortunately, the fire was  _______________ 

to the abandoned building.

locat
e

loc
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In each box, write a word that uses the root loc. Then draw a picture 
to illustrate that word.

Picture this

Name: ____________________________

My word is : __________________________________________________

My word is : __________________________________________________

loc
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Take turns to fill a box by completing a word that uses the root loc. 
After you’ve written the word, say out loud what it means. The first 
player to complete a line of three boxes vertically, horizontally or 
diagonally wins.

Noughts & Crosses

Name: ____________________________

_ _ _ al _ _ _ um

_ _ _ ation

_ _ _ omotive

al _ _ _ ate

_ _ _ aliseddis _ _ _ ate

_ _ _ ated re _ _ _ ate

loc
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